Unicellular *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* micro-algae cells were inserted into a quasi-2D Hele-Shaw chamber filled with saponin foam. The movement of the algae along the bubble borders was then manipulated and tracked. These self-propelled particles generate flow and stresses in their surrounding matter. In addition, the algae possess the capability of exerting forces that alter bubble boundaries while maintaining an imminent phototactic movement. We find that by controlling the gas fraction of the foam we can change the interaction of the algae and bubbles. Specifically, our data expose three distinct swimming regimes for the algae with respect to the level of confinement due to the Plateau border cross-section: unlimited bulk, transition, and overdamped regimes. At the transition regime we find the speed of the algae to be modeled by a simple force balance equation emerging from the shear inside the Plateau border. Thus, we have shown that it is possible to create an algae-friendly foam while controlling the algae motion. This opens doors to multiple applications where the flow of nutrients, oxygen and recirculation of living organisms is essential.

1 Introduction

Novel biomaterials have recently attracted a lot of attention. New functions of bio-based materials are being actively researched through, for instance, foam based processing allowing the manufacturing of lightweight materials. The dynamics of self-propelled particle systems is another active field of research with recent advances in particles moving in structured or periodic potentials. In Fig. 1 and in the ESI,† we show an example of a combination of the two systems, a 2D foam and living algae particles swimming between the bubbles. The typical experimental setup is a 2D Hele-Shaw cell. In additions to foams, these devices have been noted to be efficient for monitoring the motion of microswimmers.²,⁴

Foams are structures composed of bubbles separated by liquid films. The bubbles are stabilized by reducing the gas-liquid interface tension using appropriate surface active materials. In addition to the gas fraction, foam phase compositions and rheological properties are defined by surfactants, polymers, and the applied shear rate.⁵ However, many commonly used surfactants are antimicrobial killing living organisms. This makes the preparation of a bio-compatible foam a challenging task.

Nevertheless, thanks to their large available surface area, bio-compatible foams offer a promising route to novel photobioreactors potentially enabling higher biomass densities compared to other cultivation methods.⁶

The hydrodynamics of micro-organisms differs from beings of macroscopic size by the dependencies on the surrounding inertial and viscous forces present in the liquid.⁷ The motility is altered by the flow field, characterized by the Reynolds number.

---

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Video of Fig. 1 is available at https://youtu.be/7JGyHUgP5s0. See DOI: 10.1039/d0sm01206h
When the Reynolds number is low, the algae cell is able to alter its swimming direction from the local, intrinsic flow of the liquid. In this case, the algae cell swims according to the scallop theorem proposed by Purcell.\(^8\)

The ability of living organisms to perform tasks such as searching for food or light, or spreading off-spring is largely enabled by their capability of locomotion.\(^9\) Instead of swimming around randomly, many micro-organisms optimize their process by establishing their direction of motion on gradients in chemical,\(^10\) viscous,\(^11,12\) or lighting environments.\(^13\) This is called taxis. The particular type of algae discussed here, the *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* (C. reinhardtii), is phototactic.\(^14,15\) Therefore, once successfully maintained alive in the foam, their movement can be controlled by illumination. Attractive, positive phototactic movement is observed in low intensities of the light flux contrary to high intensities, where repulsive, negative phototactic movement is observed.\(^16,17\) When the *C. reinhardtii* cell is oriented parallel to the flux of light it reaches an average kinematic velocity of 100 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$ in natural environments.\(^18\) The wavelength of the light also alters the magnitude of phototaxis observed in the *Chlamydomonas* species.\(^19\)

The phototaxis tendency offers opportunities to perform controlled experiments related to algae dynamics. For instance, a very recent study discusses the algae retention in three dimensional foams using *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* as the model algae.\(^20\) This study was conducted in foams containing significantly larger bubbles compared to the present study, which allowed true three dimensional swimming of the algae within the Plateau borders. In that case the living algae favored the Plateau border corners. Therefore, as opposed to their non-swimming counterparts, they would not follow the liquid out-flux, such as that caused by drainage.

Confinement influences the motion of microswimmers and fluid transport.\(^21\) Walls and obstacles usually act as barriers guiding the swimming route. However, in certain situations they may also enhance the motility of the swimmers.\(^21\)\(^-\)\(^24\) In the present study, we utilize the Plateau borders that in our quasi 2D setup create a channel with three walls: two liquid–air interfaces from neighboring bubbles and the covering plexiglass. These natural capillaries of the foam provide an excellent setting to study the movement of microswimmers under different confinements.

### 2 Methods

The experimental methods consist of three parts: (i) cultivating the algae and preparing the foam, (ii) the confinement apparatus with imaging and (iii) image analysis.

#### 2.1 Cultivating the algae and preparing the foam

The algae used in the experiments represent a single-cellular phototactic micro-organism species known as *C. reinhardtii* of strain CC-125+, that belong to the group of green algae. The common diameter of the nearly spherical cells of this strain is $d = 10 \pm 2.5 \, \mu$m.\(^16,25,26\) The size and shape of the cells vary between strains while the size is also affected by the individual lifetime between different growth phases. *C. reinhardtii* cells have two flagella that enable their motility by propulsion in a breaststroke fashion, and are also used for mating and feeding.\(^25\) The rhodopsin-based proteins in the photoreceptors of the eyespot located on the side of the cell enables them to sense the light.\(^16,17\)

To scan the light from different directions, a *C. reinhardtii* cell rotates around its axis during the forward swimming with a rotation frequency of 0.2 to 2.0 Hz, which is insignificant compared to the beating frequency (25–60 Hz).\(^17,25,27\) Fig. 2 shows a schematic as well as microscopic image of our microswimmer.

*C. reinhardtii* used in the experiments were cultivated from stock wild type 137 and refined as CC-125 mt+ cultivars,\(^28\) purchased from the *Chlamydomonas* Resource Center, University of Minnesota.\(^29\) To enable proper cultivation, Sueoka high salt medium was created consisting of reagents described in Table 1.\(^30\)

Original cultures were placed atop 1.5 wt% of agar agar gel (LB Agar Miller, Fisher Bioreagents BP1425-500) in HS medium.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Beij (5 ml)</th>
<th>HS Phos (5 ml)</th>
<th>Other reagents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reagent (g l$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>Reagent (g l$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>Reagent (ml)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH$_4$Cl</td>
<td>K$_2$HPO$_4$</td>
<td>Milli-Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCl$_2$·2H$_2$O</td>
<td>KHPO$_4$</td>
<td>Hutner-sol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgSO$_4$·7H$_2$O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Original cultures were placed atop 1.5 wt% of agar agar gel (LB Agar Miller, Fisher Bioreagents BP1425-500) in HS medium.
in sterile Petri dishes (Corning), which were sealed with parafilm (wr PARAFILM) under aseptic conditions in a biosafety cabinet.

The active *C. reinhardtii* were cultured in 150 ml of high salt medium. The containers were connected to aeration tubing (Fisherbrand™ Silicon Platinum-cured Tubing 11502573, diameter 9 mm) equipped with sterile filters (Fisherbrand™ Sterile PES 15206869), to prevent harmful effects on cells due to excess oxygen during their photosynthesis. The evaporated water was replenished by connecting a bottle of Milli-Q water with an air pump, to keep the salt concentration constant.

The culturing setup was placed in an incubator (thermodynamically controlled incubator, Lovibond), on top of a shaker (Grant Bio PSU-10i) which rotated with 100 rpm angular speed. The temperature inside the incubator was set to 27 °C. Periodic illumination was used to achieve a synchronized size culture. The light cycle consisted of 10 hours of illumination with a constant flux of 30 W m⁻² cold white light, followed by 14 hours of darkness.

Cultures were renewed once every seven days by diluting in HS medium at a ratio of 1 : 1000, and stock populations in agar plates every third week. The number density of cells in the cultures used for experiments was around $10^6$ cells per μl.

A surfactant solution, allowing a reproducible production of dry foam using the Tessari method, was produced from saponin (Sigma-Aldrich 47036) for the experiment. The solution consisted of high salt medium, active *C. reinhardtii* cells and saponin ($c = 0.5$ g ml⁻¹).

In order to produce a microfoam, an advanced technique utilizing the original Tessari method was used. Two horizontal syringes were placed in parallel with a single vertical syringe in order to minimize the average radius of the bubbles. 3.5 ml of solution was drawn into the vertical syringe and the two horizontal syringes were filled with air (10 ml in total). All syringes were pumped back-and-forth twenty times, after which the vertical syringe was attached to the Hele-Shaw chamber. The resulting foam in the quasi-2D chamber creates channels for the algae to swim in. This confinement is a Plateau border with a triangular shaped cross-section. Two of the walls are curved created by the neighboring bubbles and one wall is the plexiglass.

2.2 Confinement chamber and imaging

The complete geometry of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3. The sealant between the plexiglass panels was made of waterproof tape. A thin Teflon ribbon (Scotch, Water Blocking Tape) was attached atop the sealant to prevent leaking and flow of material within the chamber during experiments. A hole was drilled on the side of the sealant and a needle (CHIRANA T. Injecta, Medoject) matching the hole size was inserted into the gap. Four additional holes were drilled on the opposite side of the chamber to even out the pressure.

The chamber was initially filled with foam stored in the vertical syringe. After pumping the syringe was removed from the needle, and the inlet was clogged with a Teflon ribbon. Experiments were recorded using a camera (Canon, EOS M3).

Five minutes of video recording at a 25 Hz frame rate was captured for each experiment. The lens system was built from a microscope objective ($2 \times 0.15$ NA ultra Compact Object, EdmundOptics), to which a magnifying objective ($20 \times$ Extension Tube, EdmundOptics) was attached.

The chamber was placed on top of a lighting pad with an illumination strength of 11.37 W m⁻². The background lighting was crucial for efficient operation of the particle detection Matlab scripts. A green light (12 W Twinkle RGBW LED Fiber Optic, CHINLY) was placed perpendicular to the needle to trigger positive phototactic responses and attract the active swimmers. The wavelength of light at full width half maximum is $λ_{nm} = 532.5 \pm 32.5$ nm.

2.3 Image analysis

The raw video was then interpolated to frames with 5 Hz. The image processing was executed using a custom Matlab script. The Color Thresholder app was utilized in the binary masking technique, in which a frame to be analyzed was segmented into the black and white parts of a user determined scale as illustrated in Fig. 4. As a result, the bulk liquid around targeted
circular algae objects were tinted black. Consequently, the examined cell structure tinted white isolated the structure from surrounding elements. A Matlab function $\text{Centers} = \text{imfindcircles}(A,r)$ based on the Hough transform was used in liaison with binary masking to locate circular cell objects with radius $r$ in manipulated image $A$. The parameter $r = [r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}}]$ contains the minimum radius value $r_{\text{min}}$ and maximum radius value $r_{\text{max}}$ of the accepted radii for the algae.

Radius value parameters $r_{\text{min}}$ and $r_{\text{max}}$ are confined within a pixel area of 45 to 65, which corresponds to the characteristic $C. \text{reinhardtii}$ cell diameter. In this case, neither the surrounding bubbles nor minuscule particles were qualified as circles. As a result, a two-column matrix $\text{centers}$ is obtained, which contains center point coordinates $x, y$ for all circles regarding every particle perceived within the examined frame. The fundamental accuracy of binary masking is dependent on the isotropic background light intensity of the lighting pad.

The kinematic swimming velocity of an alga particle was measured by comparing values of $\text{centers}$ matrix between each frames. The procedure was repeated for different channel widths $h$.

The channel width $h$ was measured by lowering the radius parameter values to take into account smaller detectable white areas in the vicinity of previously observed algae particles. Opposing bubble wall circles were chosen and trajectories were drawn between pairs. Consequently, wall circle pairs with trajectories containing the examined algae particle center coordinates were chosen. Pairwise distances were calculated and the average value $h_{\text{frame}}$ for each frame was calculated. Furthermore, frame-wise values were averaged to calculate the final channel width $h$ for the previously measured kinematic velocity value of the algae particles.

Due to the quasi 2D nature of the environment illustrated in Fig. 5, the channel width $h$ is converted into an effective channel width or confinement parameter:

$$\lambda = \frac{h}{\cos \alpha},$$

where $\alpha = 45^\circ$ is the angle of the liquid–air interface that is seen as a dark line in our camera. Fig. 5 is a schematic of the cross-section of the fluid film (blue) near the plexiglass (gray). The orange circle with radius $\lambda$ then describes the radius of the cylindrical confinement. Here, we would like to emphasize that we measure $h$ and convert it into the effective channel width $\lambda$. Both are characteristic length scales that represent the space where the algae can swim. In the following section we use both: $h$ is used when presenting the raw data and $\lambda$ when interpreting the model.

---

**Fig. 4** The image series from (a)–(c) shows the original raw images (left) and binarized (right) images used in the analysis. The detected algae particles are highlighted by a red circle. One particle is moving and two that are entangled together. The time progresses as we go down the column from (a) $t = 0 \text{ s}$ to (c) $t = 10 \text{ s}$. The binarized image shows the white edges of the bubble films that define the width $h$ of the channel. The detected location of the alga is now highlighted with yellow and its measured path or previous locations are highlighted with red dots.

**Fig. 5** The cross-section of the quasi 2D fluid–air interface (large blue arcs) has a curvature near the top plexiglass. The space where the alga swims can be then approximated as a cylindrical confinement. The orange circle depicts the cross-section of this confinement with diameter $\lambda$ (green). The observed channel boundaries (black vertical arrows) with separation $h$ are interference patterns of reflected light at an angle $\alpha = 45^\circ$ from the liquid–air boundary defining the size of the confinement.
3 Results

Next, we show the movement of the algae observed directly from the images, measured using the algorithm detailed in Section 2.3 and propose a simple force balance model describing the motion of the algae.

Fig. 6 shows the raw measurement data: the algae motion for different channel widths $h$. Here, the image is enhanced for clarity by cropping a single film and enhancing its contrast. The right column represents a time series for algae swimming in a wide channel. The algae do not touch the wall and we observe speeds similar to the bulk flow. In contrast, the left column shows the motion when the width of the channel is extremely narrow. The body of the alga touches the borders of the confinement and the alga is forced to drag itself along the walls. From these cases we conclude that there are two limits as expected: bulk limit and wall drag limit. Next, we check that this movement is originated from the swimming algae and not e.g. fluid motion.

In most cases, positive phototactic swimming was observed. As the green attractive light was placed perpendicular to the arrival trajectory of active matter in the start of the experiment, the majority of the observed algae cells were observed to steer towards the attractive light. The steering towards light was most evident in multiply connected nodes. In these nodes, where larger volume was available, the alga was able to rotate its structure accordingly to allow its movement towards the attractive light flux. Thus it can be concluded that algae can be guided through the bubble labyrinth using attractive lighting.

The flow of liquid within foam channels was minimal. This phenomenon was distinguishable due to the presence of tiny algae-sized bubbles co-floating with the algae within the channel geometry. However, it was noticed that the stray movement of these bubbles was very small compared to the active movement speed of the algae particles. In every conducted experiment, the possible flow velocity of said tiny bubble particles was surpassed by algae particles present in the same regions. In addition, the scarce occasional coarsening of the foam was noted to have little effect on the motion of particles. In addition, we performed additional control experiments with polymer and polystyrene carboxylate microparticles with $d = 10 \, \mu m$ diameter. We found that most of the particles remained stationary, thus indicating no fluid motion or particle pinning. The ones that move due to diminutive flows do so at very low speeds compared to the algae movement. Near a T2 event, where a bubble vanishes due to foam coarsening, the immobile particle was found to achieve a temporary top velocity of $v_p = 2 \, \mu m \, s^{-1}$. Even in this extreme case scenario, the particle motion is significantly smaller than the swimming of the algae and later we can observe that the fluctuation between the different measurements are much larger. Hence, we can conclude that the fluid motion in the Plateau borders can be neglected.

For very wet foams with low gas fraction (e.g. in Fig. 1) the channel width is much larger than the algae width. In these foams, where the effective channel width is $\lambda > 10 \, \mu m$, the average velocity value of $v_{\text{max}} = 100 \pm 5 \, \mu m \, s^{-1}$ was observed. This result matches the velocity values discovered in previous experiments.\cite{18,26} Consequently, *C. reinhardtii* cells were observed to execute positive phototactic movement towards the attractive light. The wall drag limit was reached when the effective film width $\lambda$ was narrowed to below $10 \, \mu m$ down to approximately the characteristic diameter $d$ of *C. reinhardtii* algae cells. As the effective bubble film width $\lambda$ reached the wall drag limit, algae swimming speed began to reduce drastically due to the increased interactions between the body of the algae and the walls of the confinement as illustrated in Fig. 6. The reduction in motility can be estimated to originate from the contact forces between the bubble walls and the cell structure. As a result, the normal circulation of algae flagella strokes was hindered lowering the overall velocity $v$ of the cell object.

Fig. 7a shows the velocity $v$ for various channel widths. The data show clearly three different cases. The blue circles represent the cases where the body of the alga is touching the bubble wall causing elastic deformation to the surfactant layer and the system is overdamped. The alga drags itself through the channel and a part of the energy goes to the deformation of the bubble walls. The green triangles represent the bulk case, where the alga swims at its maximum speed. The films are merely guiding the alga, but not restricting its motion. In between the unlimited bulk and overdamped drag cases there is an intermediate region shown by red squares. The motion is somewhat restricted in a linear fashion. We hypothesize that at this regime the shear rate of the liquid layer between the alga and the walls of the confinement plays a significant role. Based on the simplified assumption that there is an effective gap of fluid, we can construct a simple force balance equation to explain the linear slope between the two extreme cases.

To further scrutinize the shear dominated regime, limiting our considerations to viscous dissipation, we can write an expression for the driving force generated by the alga $F$ as

$$ F = \eta \dot{\gamma} A, $$

where $\eta = 1 \, mPa \, s$ is the viscosity of the liquid layer (containing low concentrations of saponin used as the foaming agent), $A$ is the side area of the alga particle and $\dot{\gamma}$ is the shear rate caused
by the movement of the algae body with respect to the bubble film. The viscosity $\eta$ is confirmed in an auxiliary experiment with a shear rate range $\dot{\gamma} = 0.1$–100 s$^{-1}$ using the Anton Paar 302 rheometer.

Here, we simplify the geometry by approximating the alga as a spherical object with a side area of total $A = \pi h_o^2$ $\mu$m$^2$ where $h_o$ is the diameter shown in the inset of Fig. 7b. Also, the channel is approximated as a cylindrical tube of diameter $\lambda$ corresponding to measured gap $h$ in the images (Fig. 6) via eqn (1). Finally, we assume that the alga velocity goes to zero $v = 0$ $\mu$m s$^{-1}$ when the alga body diameter $h_o$ equals the effective channel diameter $h_o = h_{\text{eff}} = 8.3$ $\mu$m and the alga body begins to touch the walls of the confinement shown in Fig. 7a. Putting the ingredients together we get a relation between the velocity of the alga $v$ and channel width:

$$\eta v = F(\lambda - h_o)/2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The slope of fit in the Fig. 7b is then the effective driving force of the algae $F = 7.5$ pN. In such a simple model we are neglecting the effects of fluid backflow, observed to increase the drag coefficient in the sedimentation of passive particles confined by slipping boundaries.\textsuperscript{33} Despite this, the fitted dimensions are at the same ballpark as the literature values for algae of $d = 10 \pm 2.5$ $\mu$m, which is roughly the size of the algae in the present experiments, as confirmed by our high magnification microscope image (Fig. 2). Also the literature values for forces measured using various methods range between 5 and 50 pN.\textsuperscript{34,35}

We may only speculate that here the drag coefficient might be compensated, for instance, by the solid–liquid boundary conditions at the algae–liquid interface, which may differ from those for passive particles. Furthermore, we wish to emphasize that the above considerations do not take into account the possible film–flagella interactions that may either enhance or weaken the propulsion generated by the algae. Therefore, the propulsion forces computed above should be taken with caution.

Fig. 8 shows the standard deviation of velocity $\sigma_v$ for different channel widths obtained from the $v$ vs. $h$ data for each of the regions of Fig. 7, overdamped (blue circles), transition (red squares) and bulk (green triangles) regions. Each symbol represents the standard deviation of the velocities in a window around $v(h)$, $[h - 1.5$ $\mu$m; $h + 1.5$ $\mu$m] to compensate for the quantity of data. The high standard deviation in the transition region indicates that the algae occasionally interacts with the walls of the confinement. This result is expected as the geometry reduces the spiral motion of the algae as the flagella have only two planes in which they can move, parallel to the plexiglass or parallel to the bubble film. This constraint leads to a motion where the alga, or its flagella is bound to hit the plexiglass or the bubble walls multiple times creating intermittent movement. In particular, in narrow channels the interaction between the flagella and borders of the confinement leads to a complex behavior such as the centering of the swimmer as in the case of helical microswimmers.\textsuperscript{36} In future modeling this should be taken into consideration.

To summarise, our simple ball-in-tube approximation thus works surprisingly well. At this point, we see no need for further
fine tuning as our focus lies on the interaction between the algae and the bubbles. We can observe the movement of the algae in much narrower channels than the body width of the algae and thus conclude that the algae in fact are exerting forces to deform the films.

4 Conclusions

We have performed novel experiments showing that it is possible to create a foam like environment for the algae to live in and furthermore control the speed and direction of the algae. The algae *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* as self-propelled particles managed to execute precise navigation in a network of bubble films as we have shown in Fig. 7. Self-direction of the individual active cells was affected by utilization of attractive external light stimulus, thus turning the entire algae population residing inside the Hele-Shaw cell into a moving host of controllable biomass. The movement of algae swimmers can be measured and predicted by using tuned Matlab scripts and a knowledge of the foam structure.

We show that an alga swimmer has two limiting factors of its movement speed. The lower limit emerges from the overdamped dynamics where the body of the algae touches the walls of the confinement. The upper limit is due to the balance between the drag force caused by the surrounding fluid and the maximum propulsion force produced by the algae. In the region between these two, the films hinder the optimal swimming of the algae. There, the reduction of the algae swimming speed is explained by our simplified model where the shear rate between the body of the algae and bubble film increases as the channel becomes narrower i.e. the drag force increases linearly due to the finite size of the channel. In addition, alteration of the algae movement caused by coincidental regional coarsening of the foam was observed to be minimal.

Earlier research reports non-linear dependence of the drag with respect to the particle size–channel width ratio in the channels with slip boundary conditions at the channel walls. This is assigned to the backflow introduced by the fluid volume conservation due to the motion of the particle. Here we did not observe the same behavior for active particles. This might be because of (i) the occurrence of the backflow outside the Plateau borders, (ii) effects such as boundary–flagella interactions that may influence the swimming efficiency of the algae or (iii) the hydrodynamics of the particle–liquid interface, which may be very different for passive particles and algae. Any (or all) of these might then compensate for the backflow effect causing a linear dependence of the velocity in the transition regime. Therefore, this clearly suggests further detailed future studies on the swimming of algae in contact with surfactant covered deformable walls.

One application area of an algae–foam system is in the field of novel bioreactors, where algae like swimmers produce or transport *e.g.* components for the medical industry. Their food, nutrients and gases as well as collection of the end product can be controlled by continuous flow of foam, and in this case, light.

From the fundamental physics perspective at higher number densities of the algae particles, the foam as a complex fluid can be expected to be manipulated by the local noise provided by the algae. This can be anticipated to lead to a spontaneous local yield in such active foam systems. Thus, we have now successfully created a template, which possibly allows us to prepare active foam, a foam that contains controllable active particles that in the future can be used to study the effect of small scale disorder on the macroscopic properties of the foam.
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